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To Place An Order Call: (716) 906-1100 or (716) 245-4375         Order online at www.jtphotoservice.com 

Vertical 6”x9” Glass Frame 

This glass photo frame features a crystal-
clear mirror around the photo area. 
Includes diamond tip white easel post to 
display on tabletop. 
  

45277   6”x9” Glass Frame - $15.00 

Glass Photo Frames 

Customize these beautiful glass frames to create elegant gifts for weddings, anniversaries and more. The solid white surface on the back of 
the frame allows the colors of any image to shine, while the mirrored finish reflects light and creates an eye-catching display. 

Square 8” Glass Frame 

This glass photo frame allows for complete 
image coverage across the 8” piece. 
Includes diamond tip white easel post to 
display on tabletop. 
  

45279   Square 8” Glass Frame - $15.00 

Vertical/Horizontal 7”x9” Glass 
Frame 

This glass photo frame features a double 
mirror frame around picture area. Due to 
the positioning of the easel hole, the frame 
can be displayed vertically or horizontally. 
Includes diamond tip white easel post to 
display on tabletop. 
  

45278   7”x9” Glass Frame - $15.00 

8”x10” Easel-Back Frame 

This frame is 8”x10”, with a choice between a 
4”x6” or 5”x7” opening for a photograph. 
The .625” thick fiberboard frame has black 
finished sides for a decorative look. It also 
includes protective glass and an easel for an 
easy and classic display. Hang on the wall or 
display tabletop - vertically or 
horizontally! 
  

U1019  4”x6” opening - $28.00 
U5659  5”x7” opening - $28.00 

Rounded Corner Easel-Back Frame 

This frame is 7”x8.5” and has a 4”x6” opening for a 
photograph. The .25” thick hardboard frame has black 
finished sides for a decorative look. It also includes a Mylar 
lens and an easel for an easy and classic display. Hang on the 
wall or display tabletop - vertically or horizontally! 
  

U5899   Rounded Corner Easel-back Frame - $24.00 

Offset 8”x10” Easel-Back Frame 

This frame is 8”x10” and has an offset 4”x 6” opening for 
a photograph. The .625” thick fiberboard frame has black 
finished sides for a decorative look. It also includes protec-
tive glass and an easel for an easy and classic display. Hang 
on the wall or display tabletop - vertically or horizontally! 
  

U5607  Offset 8”x10” Easel-back Frame - $27.00 

U1019 

U5659 

Mini Rounded Corner Easel-Back Frame 

This frame is 4.125”x5.125” and has a 2”x3” opening for a 
photograph. The .25” thick hardboard frame has black finished 
sides for a decorative look. It also includes a Mylar lens and 
an easel for an easy and classic display. Hang on the wall or 
display tabletop - vertically or horizontally! 
  

U4124   Mini Rounded Corner Easel-back Frame - $15.00 

Frames 



Large Quantity Discounts Available       Questions?  Email us:  sales@ jtphotoservice.com 
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Ideal for cherished images of a favorite vacation or the “great 
outdoors”, SubliSLATE is a new substrate that combines full 
color photographs with the natural beauty and durability of 
rustic slate. A fine grained sedimentary rock, SubliSLATE’s 
uniform thickness and ultra flat coated image area provide 
beautiful and consistent photo transfers while the individually 
fractured edges help to seamlessly blend transferred images 
into each piece – resulting in elegant and one of a kind photo 
gifts and awards. 
  

SUSL001   5.85”x5.85"x.375” Half Oval - $15.00 
SUSL015   4.68"x8.58"x.375” Rectangle - $15.00 
SUSL002  7.8"x 7.8"x.375” Half Oval - $16.00 
SUSL016   6.24"x11.7"x.375” Rectangle - $20.00 
SUSL003  5.85"x 7.8"x.375” Rectangle - $20.00 
SUSL019   5.85"x5.85"x.375” Square - $15.00 
SUSL004   7.8"x11.7"x.375” Rectangle - $20.00 
SUSL025   7.8"x7.8"x.375” Square - $15.00 
SUSL005   7.8"x7.8"x.375” Tablet - $16.00 
SUSL035   10.53"x14"x.375” Oval - $28.00 
SUSL008   7.8"x7.8"x.375” Left Contour - $17.00 
SUSL036   11.7" diameter x .375” Round - $22.00 
SUSL011   7.8"x7.8"x.375” Right Contour - $16.00 
SUSL037   10.14"x14.82"x.375” Rectangle w/Clock - $26.00 
SUSL047   4” Round Coaster - $6.00 
SUSL048   3.5” Square Coaster - $6.00 

SUSL025 

SUSL016 

SUSL002 

SUSL005 

SUSL008 

SUSL011 

SUSL036 
SUSL035 

SUSL037 

Ceramic Photo Frame 

Ceramic frames help create an elegant and decorative display piece for your most treas-
ured photos.  Everyone will clamor to own this beautiful product,  which makes a 
great gift for weddings, anniversaries  and more. This frame features a decorative  
imprintable border that is approximately 6.5” x 8”  and will fit a 3.5” x 5.25” photograph. 
 
45310  6.5”x8” Photo Frame - $13.00 

SubliSLATE 




